Hed: The Last Frontier

Dek: Biologist Jerry Lewis crawls deep into the darkness of America’s caves to shed light on some of the rarest animals on earth.


Deep below the Tennessee forest, in the cool, calm silence of the cave, biologist Julian Lewis crawls slowly in the darkness. He moves on hands and knees in a slow-flowing underground stream in a place of stone and mud and water. The air is cool and still, yet humid, with a clean, earthy scent. The wide stone ceiling; presses down 3 feet overnead.  

Lewis is an Indiana-based cave scientist with a long, narrow face, a self-deprecating manner and a decades-long obsession with the subterranean. "Jerry," as he is known, moves on, with Cory Holliday of The Nature Conservancy following close behind, crawling single file in chilly water, wrist-deep in the muck, their path through the pitch-black passage illumi- nated only by the narrow beams from their headlamps. The ceiling rises, and they walk for a while, then clamber up a rocky hill to a wide chamber with a ceiling so low they are forced again to hands and knees. There, the two men begin hunting for some of the rarest animals on Earth.  

Since the Conservancy first hired Lewis four years ago to survey Tennessee caves, he's explored dozens like this one, which lies in central Tennessee's Sequatchie Valley, on the Cumberland Plateau. Lewis is a throwback to the naturalists of yesteryear, who combed frontier wilderness and found new species almost everywhere they looked. In their 1804 journey up the Missouri River, 19th-century naturalists Meriwether Lewis and William Clark observed and reported on 122 animal species and subspecies new to science, including the grizzly bear, California condor and black-footed ferret. But the continent's wild places have mostly been tamed, its wild species already tallied. Only two new bird species, for example, were discovered in the United States during the entire 20th century.  

Caves are different. There are 8,634 known caves in Tennessee alone, tens of thousands in the United States and hundreds of thousands worldwide. Most have never been surveyed by biologists. That means that likely thousands of cave species remain to be found. Some cave critters are mere visitors that can survive on the outside, but others are exquisitely adapted to caves and can live nowhere else. That isolation means these dark-adapted creatures—called troglobites—have a hard time moving to new caves. They evolved much as Darwin's finches did in the Galapagos Islands: They specialized, diverging from their aboveground cousins and even their brethren in other caves, forming a bounty of new species in the process. A species of millipede or cave beetle or blind crayfish might live in a single county or even a single cave. (See "Adaptation," page 24.) Lewis' goal for this expedition is to survey 20 caves for cave creatures, most no larger than a pebble. By week's end, he confidently predicts, "we'll find more animals that are globally rare than many people see in a lifetime."  

Now, as he and Holliday crawl past centuries-old stalactites and wade a stream that's flowed for eons, the cave seems as resilient and solid as the earth around it. But that appearance is deceptive; cave ecosystems are ultrasensitive to human activities. Deforestation or dumping can pollute streams that flow into caves, poisoning cave creatures. Visitors tromping through a pool might crush a rare crayfish or disturb the mating of skittish bats. Builders can blast a cave to smithereens.  

For the Conservancy and Lewis, the goal is urgent and clear: to find rare cave creatures and help protect them—before it's too late.  

Caves are born in a dance of stone and water, stretching back over eons to ancient shallow seas. Those seas were rich in a mineral called calcium carbonate, or calcite, from which ocean creatures built their shells. As the creatures died, they settled to the sea floor, mixing with calcite-rich seawater as limey ooze, and over millions of years the Earth buried, packed and squeezed that material to form massive beds of limestone. The seas dried, the Earth heaved up mountains, forests grew, and rain fell. The rain seeped into cracks in the Earth, dissolving limestone. The cracks grew, and the water flowed away, leaving caverns large and small.  

This hollowed-out landscape, known as karst, is characterized by caves, sinkholes, vertical pits and streams that mysteriously sink below ground, zig and zag through caves, and resurface miles away as springs. In the United States, karst underlies approximately one acre in five, and some scientists believe its aquifers supply as much as 40 percent of the groundwater used for drinking. Karst is especially abundant in the Interior Low Plateau, which runs from southern Indiana through Kentucky and Tennessee to Alabama. If you sliced through the Interior Low Plateau and stared at it sideways, it would look like Swiss cheese.  

Caves themselves are continually shaped and reshaped by groundwater and cave streams, which erode limestone in some parts of the cave and deposit it in others. Calcite-rich groundwater drips slowly from above, forming stalactites on the ceiling and stalagmites below. Water trickles down cave walls and carves out vertical channels, forming rock formations that resemble hanging drapery. Holes and tunnels open into pristine hidden rooms. Water grows still, and calcite crystallizes, forming crenelated limestone dams that hold glittering pools.  

Amid the dark and damp, caves teem with life. In the forests above, sunlight and green plants fuel the food chain. But in caves, "there's no photosynthesis, because there's no light, so all food has to come in from outside," says Dave Culver of American University, a leading cave biologist who tracks cave fauna worldwide. Swarms of cave crickets— golf-ball-sized creatures that resemble lunar landing modules—exit the cave each night, feed up to 500 feet away, and return to deposit rich, black guano on cave ledges and floors. The cricket fecal material, along with fecal material of bats and wood rats, provides food for a rich diversity of cave-dwelling invertebrates, including beetles, spiders, millipedes, and an assortment of odd and tiny creatures. Groundwater containing dissolved organic matter percolates in from above, providing food for bacteria that cave bugs graze on. Yet this remarkable underworld has attracted little notice from the world at large. Little notice, that is, until a few years ago, when Spencer, Tennessee, population 1,713, began building a new sewage-treatment plant. 

On October 24, 1998, Marion Smith, then 56, and two other veteran cave explorers walked into Rumbling Falls Cave, a recently discovered cave system not far from Spencer, rappelled into a 68-foot pit, walked up a stream, climbed a 6foot ledge, then two 14-foot ledges, walked and crawled along a passage, squeezed through a narrow space between two walls over the stream, climbed up a hill, down a hill and up
two more. The cavers were surveying the previously unexplored cave system. Smith and his buddies squeezed single file up a narrow passage. A passage like that usually narrows until it's impassible, or maybe dead-ends in a small cave room. Instead, they reached a ledge. Smith tossed a fist-sized rock over the edge. Four long seconds later, it landed with a clunk.  

The next day, Smith and his partners returned and lowered themselves 200 feet down a rope into the void where he'd thrown the rock. It was soon apparent that they'd found a cave of global importance. The Rumble Room, as they called it, was wide enough to hold a football stadium and high enough to hold a 20-story building, making it the second-largest known cave room in the United States—after New Mexico's Carlsbad Caverns. For the next year and a half, the cavers kept mum about it.  

Around the same time, town officials in Spencer, tired of septic systems that overflowed on rainy days, had applied for state and federal grants to build a new $6.5 million sewage-treatment plant. The plant was slated to pump 250,000 gallons of nutrient-rich effluent a day into Dry Fork Creek, which runs over holes called swallets that open directly into Rumbling Falls Cave. Cave animals are adapted to live on scarce food; they move and grow slowly. When water polluted with nutrients flows into caves, bacteria bloom, radically altering the food chain and causing sewage-adapted animals like pink tubeworms to displace the native cave species. Moreover, Dry Fork Creek earned its name by running dry during droughts, and at those times the stream "would be all sewage," says Lynn Roebuck, a Normandy, Tennessee, caver who led early opposition to the plant. The Tennessee Department of Environmental Conservation signed off on the project, insisting that the effluent was clean and the plant would have "no significant impact" on the environment.  

By the summer of 2001, the plant was nearing completion, and cavers and environmentalists had joined forces to fight it. Roebuck phoned the Conservancy's office in Tennessee, with whom she'd worked in the past, and asked for help. Gabby Call, the Conservancy's associate director in the state, phoned Lewis, who runs the only cave-biology consulting firm in the country, from his home base in Indiana. "Can you come down tomorrow?" she asked.  

Lewis hightailed it to Tennessee and spent the next two months surveying the 15.5-mile-long Rumbling Falls Cave system with the help of Roebuck and other Tennessee cavers. During the "bioblitz," as Call refers to the effort, Lewis found one rare species after the other. But there were 8,633 other caves in Tennessee. "That's when it dawned on us," Call says, "how little we knew about what was underground."
 

Back in the Sequatchie Valley, on his recent biodiversity survey, Lewis prepares to explore another cave. Morning fog shrouds the rolling deep-green hills, which are laced with the first reds and browns of autumn. On a grassy hill overlooking a tree nursery, the Conservancy's Holliday prepares "pitfall" traps to catch bugs. Holliday, who grew up in rural eastern Kentucky and has a laidback, friendly manner, sets out a halfdozen open glass jars on the tailgate of the white Conservancy pickup. "You got cheese, Jerry?"  

Cave bugs navigate by smell to fecal matter—cricket guano, bat guano, wood-rat guano—which to them means food. Years ago, Lewis settled on a bait that allows him to nab cave bugs, yet still find field assistants. Using Limburger cheese or spoiled yogurt, he smears the rim of "pitfall traps," open glass jars partially filled with rubbing alcohol, buried neck-deep in the cave dirt. Bugs that crawl up to feed on the bait fall in the jar, drown and are preserved. That's just one of several methods Lewis uses to catch a representative sample of the tiny bugs, which tend to dive for cover at the first sign of trouble.  

He also hauls small bags of bugladen leaf litter back to his lab, nabs bugs with a watercolor brush dipped in rubbing alcohol or simply picks them up with his fingers. For aquatic creatures, he uses a turkey baster to collect water samples from cave streams and tiny mud puddles and a plankton net for deeper pools.  

On this bug hunt, Lewis and Holliday free-climb down a 15-foot pit and enter a spacious cave room. Lewis walks slowly along the rough stone walls—his eyes scanning—a beat-up watercolor brush in his right hand and a vial of rubbing alcohol in his left. Nearby, Holliday prepares pitfall traps to retrieve weeks later. Across the cave, Heather Garland, an intense, athletic woman who runs the cave and karst program for the Conservancy in Tennessee, kneels in the brown, silty cave soil, peering under rocks. Swarms of cave crickets stride across the walls. Four big-eared bats nuzzle on the ceiling like a litter of gray, squirming puppies. The cave is momentarily quiet.  

"Oh, there's a huge beetle," Garland exclaims. "Keep an eye on it," Lewis says, and he walks over quickly to have a look. A reddish beetle the size of a fingernail dives for safety under a clod of dirt. "He's got a mind of his own," Garland says. As Garland lifts the clod with her finger, Lewis dips the watercolor brush in his vial, dabs the beetle with the wet brush, stopping it in its tracks. Then he scoops it up with the bristles and drops it into the vial to preserve it. "All right! Got him!"  

Worldwide, cave biologists like Lewis have documented about 1,000 species of cave-limited species. In the United States, says Culver, the American University cave biologist, "interesting cave species are spread throughout the country," including California, Colorado, Iowa and Montana. Cave biodiversity hot spots include central Texas, which harbors 40 unique aquatic species—including the Texas blind salamander and the Austin blind salamander—and Jackson County in northeastern Alabama, which has 66 species of cave-limited invertebrates, including beetles, spiders, amphipods and isopods. Another hot spot lies in the western Balkans, including Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.  

Decades of bug-hunting experience in such hot spots have taught Lewis where to look, but never what he'll find. And few places offer richer hunting than Tennessee's Cumberland Plateau, he says. "For a cave biologist, it's like waking up and every day is Christmas morning."
 

Protecting Tennessee's cave creatures means protecting cave ecosystems, and that poses no small challenge to conservationists. The Conservancy's Tennessee chapter, which employs only one full-time staffer devoted to conserving caves and karst—Garland—has wrestled with the problem since the 1980s. In 1984 the organization purchased Hubbard's Cave, a 50-acre site in Tennessee where more than 100,000 gray bats and possibly thousands of Indiana bats, both federally endangered, hibernate each winter. Conservancy workers placed a 31-foot-tall, 18-ton gate across the entrance to keep people and predators out, while allowing the bats to come and go. Since then, gray bat populations have rebounded. The Conservancy has acquired about a dozen caves in Tennessee, and employees in the state, including Garland, have built gates across more than 10 bat caves on its own property and elsewhere.  

But protecting access to caves is just the start to protecting the creatures that live in them. "We used to think if we protected the entrance, we were protecting the cave," says Culver. "You [also] need to protect the land above the cave."  

And beyond. Streams like Dry Fork Creek in Spencer, for example, often dive into swallets or sinkholes and flow through caves miles away, bringing their pollution with them. Last year, the Conservancy hired Albert Ogden, a hydrogeologist at Middle Tennessee State University, to trace water flow into a cave that harbors the extremely rare Berry cave salamander, which is known to exist in just six caves near Knoxville. By adding dye to surface streams and seeing where it ended up, Ogden identified a stream on a farm that feeds into Berry Cave. "You can see the cattle graze right up to the banks of the creek," says Garland, who joined Ogden there one day. The Conservancy hopes to plant trees along the creek to protect the cave's water supply, she says.  

After the battle over Rumbling Falls Cave underscored the need to protect cave invertebrates, the Conservancy hired Lewis to do more surveys in Tennessee to identify the caves with the most biodiversity. In four years, Lewis surveyed 117 caves in the Cumberland Plateau and found 153 species of "significant global rarity," a number Lewis calls "phenomenal." Fifty-eight of those species were new to science, including 13 new millipede species. Ninety of those species were known from fewer than five sites worldwide. Because "caves represent so much of our biodiversity" in Tennessee, Call says, the Conservancy is also helping the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency write the caveconservation section of a federally mandated wildlife plan that's "charting the future of wildlife conservation" in the state.  

Yet there's still much to do. Because most Tennessee caves are on private property, the Conservancy often works with landowners to protect their caves. "Once they know what's in their cave, a lot of them are very interested in protecting them with us," Call says. But it can be challenging, says Holliday, who spends a lot of time roaming rural areas, coaxing permission from cave owners to enter and help protect their caves. "People down here ... if they think someone else is going to be telling them how to manage their land, they get angry," says the native Kentuckian. "I just talk to them and tell them the truth. Sometimes people warm up, and sometimes they don't. And that's all right."

 
Lewis finished his bioblitz of Rumbling Falls Cave in the fall of 2001, and on November 20 of that year, the Nashville Grotto, the Conservancy and other environmental groups held a press conference in Nashville to publicize the threat to this globally important cave system. They released a dramatic photograph of the vast Rumble Room, and Lewis announced that he'd found 72 taxa of animals in Rumbling Falls Cave. Twenty-one of them were rare cavelimited animals, including the blind white cave crayfish, the Southern cave fish, the Tennessee cave spider, the Cumberland Caverns cave millipede and four species of cave beetles—one new to science.  

The findings in the cave "put it on the map as a global biodiversity hot spot," Lewis says.  

Based on the history of other polluted caves, Lewis grimly predicted in his final report that sewage effluent would "poison the ecosystem," killing thousands of cave animals. Their dead bodies would rot, and "the oncepristine cave community [would] be replaced by writhing masses of sewage tubificid worms and microbial biofilms"—slimy bacterial layers that grow on rocks in a stream and as gunk in a drain. The microbes would occasionally produce iron sulfide and hydrogen sulfide, making the cave smell like rotten eggs. "Groundwater in the area, including part of Fall Creek Falls State Park," Lewis wrote, "would become a hazard to public health."  

Still, the town of Spencer pressed on with its plans. News spread nationwide: "Town Wants Vast Cavern as Sewer," The Boston Globe announced. After conservationists won several last-minute reprieves, the town of Spencer in April 2001 finally agreed to redirect the effluent, saving Rumbling Falls Cave.

 
A few miles down the road, Lewis, Holliday and Garland explore their final cave of the day, a spacious cavern in a hollowed out hillside. About 15 feet of the cave floor was excavated by 19th-century miners, who used cave soil to make saltpeter, and people long gone scratched their signatures into a boulder. A blackened area on the floor marks the site of an old moonshine still. Yet even in this long-used cave, a tiny white flatworm swims across a mud puddle, and a ghostly harvestman walks on a slab of limestone, tentatively extending its fragile, strawlike legs as if on thin ice.  

Cave species like these are what keep Lewis coming back year after year, cave after cave. They're what's driven him to spend three decades banging up his body on unseen rocks and crawling around in the dirt in the darkness. "I'm going where no biologist has gone before," Lewis says. "I love that. I live for that." 

